Introduction

FideS (Forschungsorientierung in der Studieneingangsphase) is the Latin
word for trust/confidence. In the first funding sequence of FideS, we
investigated projects in Germany that show confidence in the abilities of
first year students to perform research. The project is funded by the
Federal Ministry of Education and Research. Its consortium consists of
the University of Hamburg, the University of Potsdam and the University
of Technology Kaiserslautern.
Our research aim has been to (re)frame research-based learning
theoretically and empirically through case studies of 19 projects that
develop research-based learning in the study entry phase. One main
focus was to find the objectives of the projects to implement researchbased learning with undergraduates.
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Goals of Undergraduate Research
Research Results:

“Some have also stated that the
subject is not for them at all. But this
is also a learning success, that I know
I don’t want to have anything to do
with it or the method. They don’t have
to make this experience in the context
of their bachelor thesis.” (Q81, HS04,
MZ Learning from mistakes)

Student
graduation
Reduction of
dropouts

„Well, the tasks are not that simple.
That's where you need / and it
requires a high tolerance of
frustration, which you may not have
when you come from school, and you
are shocked by the pace and the
change.“ (Q29, HS17)
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theory and
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Learning to
think

To ask scientific
questions

Learning to
persevere
Learning to
fail

“[W]e were surprised how quickly
they absorbed some things and
worked hard on their own because
they wanted to. They just wanted to
know 'How does it work now?' and
'How do I get to it?' and suddenly
became experts, although - I say they could not have had any further
knowledge.” (Q103, HS03)
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Research-oriented
attitude

Individual

Improving
bachelor thesis
quality
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curiosity

“For us, the focus above all was
on enabling the students very
quickly and mechatronically to be
able to carry out their own small
projects. What they decided to
implement, we left to the students
themselves in the end.” (Q15,
HS04)
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Research

Coherence

Increasing
student
motivation

“[T]he [anonymous] project is just right for
those who come here to actually use the
university freedom they expected to find. And
those, if I may say so, are of most interest to
me as a student, because they are the most
productive, creative ones. And probably such
a project has the purpose of finding them at
all. Let them find each other. We want to find
them.” (Q26, HS02)

“And we also get this from
the student’s feedback. They
say 'Man, now I get why I
had to deal with waves in
the second and third
semester.‘” (Q208, HS03, MZ
references)

Research process

Connecting with
existing research

“One of the most difficult
exercises: to formulate a
research question
independently.” (Q25, HS07,
interview 02)

Promotion
of students
Knowing your
discipline

Promoting
motivated
students

Methodological
skills

“Learning to think, learning to
work, learning to hold on,
learning to fail.” (Q91, HS02).

Promoting highperforming students

Young
scientists

Providing
opportunity

Writing
skills
Reading
skills

Scientific
excellence

Simulating real
research
„I think we are the most
demanded contact point for junior
staff at the whole university –
because they know – if somebody
does an extra project in the first
semester voluntarily – this person
must be somehow ‚in shape‘.
(laughs) And they’re right, there
are young people with an
extraordinary drive and a lot of
energy – we’re really lucky.“
(Q162, HS03)

Creating a
connection with
own research
To connect with
research staff

“in principle [...][project name] is
first and foremost an enabling
space that enables scientists to
really do research together with
students and to socialize them
into it.” (Q98, HS06)

Empirical Database

Database and Methodology
16 projects

272 projects

22 projects

First round of selection:
Cooperation with the
project ForschenLernen

Second round of
selection:
Analysis of project
descriptions

Third round of selection :
Free research

9 projects

7 projects

9 projects

Fourth round of selection:
discussions

19 projects (17 with goals as topic)
Final project selection

Theoretical Database

No established definiton of research-based learning
Two approaches towards RBL (Simons and Elen 2007):

Functional Approach
• Focus on “the function of research from the
viewpoint of teaching” (p. 619)
• Learning theories in the background
• Connection to the current employability
discussion

Reflective Approach
• Focus on “a subjective formation of one’s
character” by striving for objectivity
through science (p. 624)
• Research as the core idea of university
• Researchers as learners and learners as
researchers

Our findings are based on data from qualitative interviews with the
responsible person of the program and document analyses of
curriculums and project papers.
We selected 17 projects mostly from
funding programs Qualitätspakt
Lehre (QPL) and Qualitätsoffensive
Lehrerbildung (QOLB), investigated
the objectives of the selected
projects along with their goals and
expected effects of research-based
teaching and learning. We used the
program tree of Beywl to take a
deeper look inside the projects of
inquiry based learning.
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